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BELARE 2007-2008: Last Team Turnover
The BELARE team at Utsteinen is getting ready for the last turnover of its members. A DC3
Basler flight will bring in three new people to Utsteinen today, February 14th, and take away eight
others, leaving thirty-two on site. The Princess Elisabeth Antarctica (PEA) Station is about to
enter the third and last stage of its construction: the sealing of joints and the station’s shut down.
The working team at Utsteinen is now facing colder temperatures and stronger winds, as winter
slowly creeps in. Mrs. Nighat Amin, general administrator of the PEA project, who will be flying
out of Utsteinen today, specifies that “as long as the station’s roof hadn’t been finished, snow
accumulated into enormous drifts inside the station as soon as there was a storm. Teams who
went to work inside the station found that even with shovels and brooms, they couldn't keep up
with the rate of accumulation.”
The last exterior module was mounted on the station and the front door added to the tower. The
roofing of the station was completed in the evening of Wednesday, February 13th. Alain Hubert,
project originator and general supervisor, was delighted. “We opened the front door for the first
time and peered in through the high tower. It’s wonderful to see what we’ve achieved! The team
here is absolutely fantastic. I have never seen anything like it. But the expedition is not over yet
and problems can arise at any stage. We are taking the adventure one day at a time until the job is
completed.”
There is still a month left for the BELARE members to finish off their work before they return
to their respective countries. The team is as motivated as ever, seeing that their work is being
followed worldwide. IPF’s Headquarters in Belgium is still seeking contributions for the project,
which will continue until next February 2009.
On their way to Utsteinen: Johan Berte (Project Manager), Michel de Wouters (general
manager of MDW Productions) and Pascal Lecoq (Prefalux).
Steps remaining in construction: mounting of interior walls, lining of the tower walls and
inside façades, exterior lining, and inside insulation of floor and walls.
Interview with Alain Hubert
To schedule an interview with Alain Hubert, please contact Lise Johnson at the IPF.
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Images
High resolution images are dependent on the satellite connection. A new video selection will
be made available for television channels in the upcoming days; whereas press pictures will
be added as they are received on the IPF press website: www.press.polarfoundation.org.
Princess Elisabeth project and news:
www.antarcticstation.org
IPF Media Contacts:
Lise Johnson +32 (0) 474-656-883
International Polar Foundation (IPF):
The International Polar Foundation is a public utility foundation, which aims to promote polar
research as a tool for raising public awareness and fostering understanding of the fundamental
mechanics of our climate. The IPF also encourages the adoption of innovative solutions that will
enable us to respond in a sustainable manner to the challenges associated with climate change.
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